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WARNING 

This manual version has been released in May 2017, after publication of app version 2.1, 
available to download on iTunes. 
 
For the correct functioning of the app and for using all system’s features, check the UPDATE 
status for Esa coach box control unit, with the latest FW version available. 
This is possible directly with the app once connected to the esa coach box.(see later) 
 
Improvement are available for app version 2.1 and fw 1.2 
 
FIRMWARE ITS AVAILABLE TO DOWNLOAD AT THE ADDRESS 
WWW.ASTRAYACHT.COM/DOWNLOADS, UNDER LABEL“ESA COACH” 
 
 
 
- New boat speed gain computation (required firmware version 1.2) 
- New leeway propeller and leeway wind computation 
- New heading correction (with leeway data) 
- Improved wind and tide charts data visualization 
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ESA COACH  

The most powerful weather station for sail 
coaches. 

 
Simple, versatile and innovative 

 



The hardware components, of which the esa coach system consists are the following:  
 

  
 -Unit Box ESA Coach (ECB);  

 
 -Wind Sensor:              Wired or Wireless with separable carbon support 
        and aluminium mounting brackets; 

 

 -Digital Compass; 
 

 -Speed Sensor (optional):            Required for the current automatic calculation; 
 

  

 -ESA Pandora (optional):   Shockproof Box With 40h long lasting battery, digital 
                                                                  voltmeter, socket for tablet charging, ECB installation and       
                                                                  compass, wiring for sensors; 
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HARDWARE SYSTEM COMPOSITION  



In order to function, ESA Coach requires the installation of the version 8 or later of the iOS operating 
system in the Apple device. 
 

Below is a sample of some of the devices that support it: 
 -iPhone: 4; 4S; 5; 5S; 5C; 6; 6Plus. 
 -iPad 2; iPad 3° generation; iPad Air; iPad Air2. 
 -iPad mini; iPad mini Retina; iPad mini 3. 
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iPhone	4/4S	 iPad	Mini		iPhone	6/6Plus	iPhone	5C/5S	 iPad		

REQUIREMENTS FOR APPLE DEVICES 



The ESA Coach application was created to work exclusively together with the ECB unit, receiving data via 
Wi-Fi. 
 
To download the app: 
 
 
 
 
Open “app store”, find “esa coach”, download the app and install it. 
 
 
NB. The unit ECB incorporates a 10Hz GPS and a micro SD memory card, in which the calibration values 
of the sensors are saved; for a proper functioning of the instrumentation, it must always be inserted.  
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ESA COACH UNIT BOX: ECB 



You have to follow the steps below: 
 

 1) Turn on the unit ECB: green led (Power) and blue (Wi-Fi) will be turned on and fixed; 
 

 2) Turn on the Apple device and go to the settings page: 
 

 3) Go to the Wi-Fi section, enable Wi-Fi and select the network ESA_Coach; 
 

 4) Insert the network password fae95a0697 (the password is required only the first time); 
 

 5) Exit the settings page; 
 

 6) Launch the application ESA Coach: the blu led will blink; 
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Wi-Fi section 
	

enable Wi-Fi 
	
select Network 
	

WI-FI CONNECTION 



If the application does not receive the data from the ECB box but the device is connected, you will see the 
message: «Error IP». 
 

To log on press «Dismiss» and than go to «Settings» on the bottom left corner: 
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WI-FI CONNECTION 
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WI-FI CONNECTION 

Settings/ 

The Setting page will appear. 
 

Verify that the Wi-Fi is enabled to ESA-Coach, as explained on page 8. 
After enabling the «Wi-Fi» press «Done». 
 

If you don’t have available the unit box and so you can not connect via Wi-Fi, you can use the app in the  
«Demo» version: enable «Demo Mode» and press «Done» to come back to main menu. 
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SETTINGS - «General» 

By accessing «General» will open the general Settings page, where you can: 
 

 1) Select the Font; 
 

 2) Select the background colour; 
 

 3) Select the units of measurement; 

Settings/General 
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SETTINGS - «Font» and «Theme» 

By pressing «Font» will access the following page, where you can select the font you prefer.  
After the selection press «General» to make the change effective. 

By pressing «Theme» you can select the background color of the App, Dark or Light are suggested  by day, 
Twilight or Sunset at dusk. After the selection press «General» to make the change effective. 

Settings/General/… 
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By pressing «Units» will access the following page, which allows you to select the units measurement you  
prefer  to use. You will find other units directly in the App pages. 

By pressing on the data of which you want to change the unit of measurement, you will see the available 
options. After the selection press «Units» and than «General» to make the change effective. 

 

SETTINGS - «Units» 

Settings/General/Units/… 
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By pressing «Dongle Settings» you enter the heart of the system, from here you can configure the 
damping of the various sensors and the fundamental data for a proper functioning of the App. 

SETTINGS - «Dongle Settings» 

Settings/DongleSettings 
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Damping is meaning filter/damping. 
 

Its purpose is to filter the input data and modified them providing most constant data for the user. 

A damping null value means that the filter applied is as light as possible, so 
the data you see are very close to those that the sensor reads at that 
moment. This is not necessarily a good thing! 
 
For example by setting a damping null value for AWA and AWS, 
on one side it allows the instantaneous reading of the values, but on the 
other side you will visualize graphics difficult to read, as in the screenshot. 
Damping act not only on the chosen data, but on all the data derived from 
it. 
 

This type of graph may be justified, for example, by an acceleration of the 
boat: this means that the apparent wind speed increases, the log sensor, 
however, tend to be less reactive than that of the wind, then you will see for 
a few moments an intensity of the real wind very different from the actual 
one. 
 
NOTE: IN THE ESA COACH V.2 VERSION THE DAMPING ARE 
AVAILABLE AT SINGLE IOS DEVICE LEVEL. 
 

SETTINGS - «Damping» (I) 
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SETTINGS - «Damping» (II) 

A maximum damping value,100%, means that the filter applied is very 
heavy, so the data you see will definitely don’t have unrealistic 
oscillations. This is not necessarily a good thing! 
On one side this allows a very easy reading of values, but on the other 
side it will increase the response time. 
 
If you set a maximum value of damping for AWA and AWS, for example, if 
the wind go up from 12 to 15 knots in few seconds (about 2 or 3), you will 
not see this wind shift, but you will see the TWS rise progressively from 
12 to 15 knots in many seconds (about 15), as shown in the screen. 

 
Set correct values of damping is fundamental for a proper use of the App! 
Before any modification, note what was the previous damping value, then apply the desired 
correction. 
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SETTINGS - «Damping» 

Here below, you can find the damping data values you can modify: 
 
 

 Heading:    The direction of the bow given by the compass; 
 

 Boat Speed:   The boat speed given by LOG; 
 

 AWA:    The Apparent Wind Angle; 
 

 AWS:    The Apparent Wind Speed; 
 

 COG:    The route given by GPS; 
 

 SOG:    The speed given by GPS; 

Settings/DongleSettings 
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SETTINGS - «Damping» 

Settings/DongleSettings/Heading 

By selecting one of these listed option, the following menù appears, where you can select the desired 
damping value. After selection, press «Dongle Settings» and than «Settings» to make the change effective. 
 

The default value is 20%. The value 0% means that the minimum damping for the correct functioning of the 
App has been applied, the value 100% means that the maximum damping was applied. 
 

Keep in mind that any type of boat, on which ESA Coach is installed has its own characteristics and so «the 
best» value could be achieved through field testing. 
Basically a heavier boat will need lower damping values. 
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SETTINGS - «leeway» 

There are also 3 values to be set, for define the correction values for the leeway effect: 
 
 

 Propeller:      Leeway given by the propeller; 
 

 Wind Settings:    Leeway given by the wind; 
 

  

Settings/DongleSettings/PropellerDirection 

 
NOTE: 
Set of this values has to be done after selecting correctly the sensors, entering in the right 
section “Dongle Configuration” as described here after 
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SETTINGS - «leeway» - WIND 

The suggested procedure for identifying the most possible realistic values is the following: 
 

1) Go out with the boat in a windy day; 
 

2) Go in an offshore point with little tide; 
 

3) Stop and with the help of the current meter page (see p. 46), calculate the value of  the current taking 
advantage from the movement of the boat. 
 

4) The measured current will provide you the speed of the leeway; the average value of the wind that you 
can read in the wind screen, as explained at page 44, is the second value to be inserted 

Pressing on “Wind” it will appear the following screen, where you have to insert the leeway given by the 
wind and the wind intensity in relation with the leeway has been measured. After the selection press 
«Dongle Settings» and then «Settings» to make the change effective. 
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Pressing on  «Propeller» this page will open. To select which propeller you are mounting, press “Direction”: 
(CW) means a clockwise propeller and (ACW) means an anticlockwise propeller. With engines with counter 
rotating propeller or 2 engines with propeller counter rotating, select one of the two options indifferently. 

Settings/DongleSettings/PropellerSettings 

SETTINGS - «leeway» - PROPELLER 

The first 3 lines are thee point to 3-step speed corrections; as long as no calibration procedure has been 
carried out, "Missing Data” will be displayed, and once the procedure is executed, you will see the 
respective speed and load values. "Low", "Medium" and "High" are studied respectively for the speed 
reached by the boat keeping the minimum, for the speed at which it starts to enter the plane, and for the 
maximum speed that can be reached by the inflatable boat.  
The small text “Make sure to calibrate your wind offset at every new leeway propeller update” appears to 
remind you to recalibrate the wind sensor offset whenever you modify one of these values! 



22 Settings/DongleSettings/Propeller 

SETTINGS - «leeway» - PROPELLER CALIBRATION 

Pressing on any of the 3 rows, you will enter the calibration procedure, which you can see in the following 
screen. Follow the instructions that will appear on screen step by step. To make the measurement as 
accurate as possible, limits have to be met, so it is advisable to perform this calibration on a calm sea day 
with little wind and current. Repeat this step for all three Low, Mid and High speeds. 

Press Start and than proceed for 60 seconds 
FOLLOW THE ON SCREEN INSTRUCTIONS 
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SETTINGS- «Dongle Configuration» 

Select «Dongle Configuration», at the first line of «Dongle Settings», and you will visualize the following 
page where will be set the values for the correct communication between sensors and control unit. 

Settings/DongleSettings/DongleConfiguration 

BE CAREFUL. INCORRECT IMPUT 
VALUES OR WRONG SET UPS 
W I L L C O M P R O M I S E T H E 
F U N C T I O N A L I T I E S O F T H E 
SYSTEM. 
BEFORE MAKING ANY CHANGE, 
BE SURE OF WHAT WHERE THE 
PREVIOUS SETTINGS. 

BEFORE ANY SETTING, 
 PRESS LOAD DATA 
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SETTINGS - «Dongle Configuration» 

The first two lines are information about the connection between your device and the ECB unit: if the IP 
data are not correct, enter them manually by copying them from the previous image. 
You can then enable "Configuration Mode" on the third line, and change the settings, saving them directly in 
the control unit. If there is already another user connected, a warning message will appear asking you if you 
wont to cancel or force the entry; so you will exclude the other user. 
If you decide to go on without activating, you will modify the settings only on the device and not on the 
control unit. 
 
The last two items: «Load Data» and «Save Data», are used respectively to: 

 - Load from the control unit configurations that are currently in use; 
 - Save in the control unit the configurations that are set on device; 

 
These two functions can be useful if you have to change your device and would like to make the 
configuration usable by all connected devices. 

 
 Important: Do not force the App to close before the transactions are finished! While operations are 

in progress one of the following messages appears: 

Settings/DongleSettings/DongleConfiguration 
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SETTINGS - «Dongle Configuration» 

After connecting all the sensors for the first time after the first installation, they must be configured for a 
correct App functions. If you change one or more sensors, you will need to reconfigure them alike. 
 
The configurations to control for a correct function are the following: 
 
 

 Wind Sensor:    Wind sensor type selection; 
 

 AWA Offset:    Wind sensor alignment with the bow of the boat; 
 

 TWA Correction Table:  True wind angle correction for «Upwash» and «Downwash». 
      NB. To use esa coach leave defaults pre-set values 

 

 TWS Correction Table:  True wind speed correction for «Upwash» and «Downwash». 
      NB. To use esa coach leave defaults pre-set values 

 

 BS Sensor:    Speed sensor type selection; 
 

 BS Gain:     Speed sensor calibration; 
 

 Depth Offset:    Depth sensor calibration; 
 

 HDG Sensor:    Sensor type selection; 
 

 HDG Offset:     Alignment of the compass with the bow; 
 
 

Settings/DongleSettings/DongleConfiguration 
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SETTINGS - «Dongle Configuration» 

The ECB unit is designed to be able to decode the analog signals from wind sensors Raymarine, or 
NMEA0183 protocol of any sensor available on the market; select on the table the connected instrument 
type and press «Dongle Configuration» to save the change. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The changes are saved both on the device and on the control unit if  
«Configuration Mode» is enabled. 

Settings/DongleSettings/DongleConfiguration/WindSensor 
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SETTINGS - «Dongle Configuration» 

If the selected sensor is a Raymarine model, some lines will appear on the calibration status, as shown in 
the screen below. If it is the first time you connect that particular sensor, the calibration status will be 
«Unknown». You can check the status of the calibration pressing «Check Status», or calibrate the sensor 
«Start Calibration». 

Settings/DongleSettings/DongleConfiguration 

CALIBRATION PROCEDURE 
With the Raymarine sensors is essential to calibrate sensors at the 
first use. It consists in doing slowly and steadily one and a half 
round to the wind vane, while the message at the right appears; if 
you want to cancel the operation, simply press «Tap here to 
cancel». 
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SETTINGS - «Dongle Configuration» 

To complete the wind sensor configuration, you have to set the offset: that is, the alignment between the 
sensor and the boat. Select and press the correct angle «Dongle Configuration» to save the change. 
 

Settings/DongleSettings/DongleConfiguration/AWA_Offset 

 

A great way to find the correct offset is to go out with a light windy day and reach the maximum speed. The 
apparent wind angle that the App will alert you, corresponds to correct the offset. 

 
Pay attention to maintaining the same alignment 

whenever you disassembled and reassembled the wind station on the boat, 
and to close tightly with the rubber cap the connector to prevent corrosion. 
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SETTINGS - «Dongle Configuration» 

Settings/DongleSettings/DongleConfiguration/BS_Sensor 

The ECB unit is designed to be able to reverse engineer the NMEA0183 protocol from any LOG sensor 
available on the market. If you have this sensor, select NMEA in the table, otherwise, selecting GPS, the 
speed value (BS), will be matched to the internal GPS speed (SOG). 
If the GPS is not control the current in real time. 
Then press «Dongle Configuration» to save the change. 

If you have chosen to use a speed sensor different from the GPS, you need to calibrate the sensor 
properly, as shown on the next page. 
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SETTINGS - «Dongle Configuration» 

Settings/DongleSettings/DongleConfiguration/BS_Gain 

NB. Menù available with versione fw < 1.2. For fw ≧ 1.2 go at page 31 
 
In the speed sensor calibration page, are shown the two-speed data (SOG) and (BS). A good calibration 
has to coincide as much as possible with these two values, in the absence of current. 
 

The calibration consists of 3 parameters: 
 

 - The low-speed correction; 
 - The high-speed correction; 
 - The beginning of planing speed; 
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SETTINGS - «Dongle Configuration» 

Settings/DongleSettings/DongleConfiguration/BS_Gain 

For a correct calibration: 
 

 1) Go out with a no current day; 
 

 2) Set the beginning of planing speed,  
     checking through the SOG when the boat starts to pull the wake; 

 

 3) Maintaining the boat at a speed equal to half of that of the planinig begin,  
             set the «Low Speed Gain» so as to coincide SOG and BS. 
 

 4) Keeping the maximum speed of the boat,   
             set «High Speed Gain» so as to coincide SOG and BS. 
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IMPOSTAZIONI - «Dongle Configuration» BOAT SPEED 

Settings/DongleSettings/DongleConfiguration/BS_Gain 

NOTE: THIS MENU IS AVAILABLE WITH FW VERSION 1.2 OR HIGHER. 
FOR FW UPDATE, SEE PAGE 1 ON THE MANUAL. DO THE UPDATE BEFORE PROCEEDING ON 
In	case	of	app	and	Fw	updated,	there	are	4	points	of	calibra>on	of	the	boat	speed	sensor.	
When	missing	data	is	displayed	it	means	that	the	calibra>on	has	not	been	done	yet;	press	on	the	respec>ve	field	
to	start	calibra>on.	
Advice:	start	from	the	first	point	and	proceed	on	un5l	the	last	one.	
When	finish,	press	on	“Dongle	Configura>on”.	In	case	you	press	before	comple>ng	the	procedure,	all	data	will	be	
lost.	
The	Calibra>on	is	on	4	values:	
1.  Correc>on	for	low	speed,	at	Minimum	throMle	
2.  Correc>on	before	the	plane	(typically	6knts	more	or	less)	
3.  Correc>on	just	aTer	plane	speed	(typically	9	knots)	
4.  Correc>on	at	higher	speed,	at	full	plane	speeds.	
Is it possible to set the recording time interval from 10 to 60 seconds with the slider below. 
Higher the recording time, better will be the measurement and the precision of data. 

AUTOMATIC	WIZARD	PROCESS,	FOLLOW	ONSCREEN	INSTRUCTION	
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IMPOSTAZIONI - «Dongle Configuration» BOAT SPEED 

Settings/DongleSettings/DongleConfiguration/BS_Gain 

The calibration procedure of EVERY point is EXTREMELY SIMPLE AND SEMI AUTOMATIC 
Follow the instructions in the upper part of the screen. 

Follow the Instructions: 
go to the right speed and 

maintaining constant direction, 
press start. 

Try to maintain the direction 
more constant as possible, 

don’t change speed 

Indication of 
which speed 
point is under 
calibration. 
Maintain speed 
indications 
mentioned in the 
previous page 
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IMPOSTAZIONI - «Dongle Configuration» BOAT SPEED 

Settings/DongleSettings/DongleConfiguration/BS_Gain 

In case of windy day, try to do speed calibration with wind at 90° to minimize disturb effects. 

Instruction to follow: wait until 
the end of the below countdown 

timer: maintain speed and 
direction constant. 

If you want to interrupt the 
procedure, press cancel. 

Remaining time for procedure  
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IMPOSTAZIONI - «Dongle Configuration» BOAT SPEED 

Settings/DongleSettings/DongleConfiguration/BS_Gain 

Once completed the first step, if operation was completed correctly, turn boat 180° without changing 
speed and re press Start. Follow the HDG target suggested by the app. 
Do calibration backwards. 

Press start again for 
complete first point 

calibration 
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IMPOSTAZIONI - «Dongle Configuration» BOAT SPEED 

Settings/DongleSettings/DongleConfiguration/BS_Gain 

Maintain new route and constant speed until the end of countdown. 
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IMPOSTAZIONI - «Dongle Configuration» BOAT SPEED 

Settings/DongleSettings/DongleConfiguration/BS_Gain 

A message will confirm the successful calibration! 
Pressing on the others points it is possible to repeat the calibration on the others speed points. 
When point’s calibration has been completed, data will appear instead of “missing Data” 
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SETTINGS - «Dongle Configuration» - DEPTH OFFSET 

Settings/DongleSettings/DongleConfiguration/Depth_Offset 

If your speed sensor has got also the depth sensor, you have to calibrate the sensor by pressing «Depth 
Offset». It will be enough to compare the depth, at a given point, measured through a manual sounding with 
that detected by the sensor, and set the offset so as to match the two values. Then  press «Dongle 
Configuration» to save the change.  
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SETTINGS - «Dongle Configuration» - HDG SENSOR 

Settings/DongleSettings/DongleConfiguration/HDG_Sensor 

The ECB unit is designed to be able to reverse engineer the NMEA0183 protocol from any compass sensor 
available on the market. If you have this sensor select NMEA in the table, otherwise, selecting GPS, the 
direction of the bow value (HDG), will be matched to the course  of the internal GPS (COG). Then press on 
"Dongle Configuration" to save the change. 

If you chose to use a compass sensor different from the GPS, you need to calibrate properly the offset, 
making sure to match the App data with that of a good compass detection. Then press «Dongle 
Configuration» to save the change.  

If the compass does not show the correct data on 360°, first ensure there are no external magnetic fields 
(pieces of metal) or electromagnetic (electrical-electronic components) nearby (less than two meters), if 
after this verification the data are not correct on the 360° you can do the compass calibration operation (see 
website Astra Yacht, Download, sensors, compass A5022, from p. 4 calibration procedure) 
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SETTINGS - «File di Log» 

Continue with the general settings. 
 

For now we have analysed: 
 

 General:     Font, background colours and units of measurement selection; 
 

 Dongle Settings:   Sensors configuration and damping; 

 Wi-Fi:      Connection between device and control unit; 
 

 Demo Mode/Demo File:  Functioning in «Demo» version; 

Settings 
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SETTINGS - «Log File» 

The next 3 items are concerning the Log: the app automatically saves files on the device with all the data 
recorded by the sensors, second by second making them available to the user for later analysis. 

Settings/LogFileName 

By enabling or disabling «Recording» you can start or stop recording; you can also do it from the main 
screen. Selecting «Log File Name» you will see the following page where you can enter the desired file 
name. The default name is one of the following type:   log1Hz20160824_11.46 

 «log1Hz»   show the frequency at which data are saved; 
 «20160824»  show the date of registration: 24° August 2016; 
 «_11.46»   show the start time of recording;  

 

You can also select one of the existing files, to continue recording: the file will not be overwritten but 
extended! 
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SETTINGS - «File di Log» 

Settings/DataSaved 

By selecting «Data Saved», you will access the database of all the Log files saved on the device. If you 
press «Edit» you can delete files, or send them via email, pressing respectively «Delete» and «Share».  
 

By selecting «Share» the following page will appears, from which you can send the email. Note that in order 
to send e-mail you have to configure on your device an email account in your client. Finally press «Done» 
and «Settings» to save the changes.  
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SETTINGS - «App Version» 

The settings menu ends with the last two lines which indicates the App version and Firmware. Always check 
that your app is up to date, and whenever you decide to report them, please let us know even these two 
data, in addition to the model of your device and its iOS version. 

Settings 
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ESA COACH - «Wind Page» 

The main pages of the App. 
 
WIND page. Below are listed all the information available on this page. 

EsaCoach/Screen1 

True wind instantaneous 
direction and speed  Starts and stops the 

recording of Log file 
Recording time 

Time (synchronized with the 
device) 

Speed and bow direction 

Selection between true 
wind and the bottom or 

the water 

Possibility to block the 
wind data, while 

recording continues. 
This is useful to keeping 

the graph clear when 
accelerating 

By pressing it for 2 
seconds delete the 

graphics 

It allows you to select the 
time scale of the graphs 

Screen position 
indicator 

Time scale 
indicator Settings Menu 

True wind 
maximum left, 
maximum right 
and average: 

the graph is always 
centered on the average 

True wind direction in the 
chosen time scale  

True wind speed in the 
chosen time scale  
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ESA COACH - «Wind Page» 

In order to select «True Wind» instead of «Ground Wind», you must have a speed sensor installed and 
selected in the settings, as described on page 28. If you try to select «True Wind», without having this 
sensor, the following warning message will appear: 

EsaCoach/Screen1 
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With ESA Coach you can measure the current in two ways: 
 

Having a NMEA speed sensor, you can instantly get the current data and the related graphics. Pay 
attention to the positioning of the sensor! See the installation manual/connections, and settings  on page 29 
and 30. 
 

If you do not have a speed sensor, you can measure the current with the current meter method; ESA Coach 
will calculate the current data in the selected positions. 

 
 
 

ESA COACH - «Wind Page» 
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ESA COACH - «Current Page» 
CURRENT page: Below are listed all the information available on this page. 
 

 

EsaCoach/Screen2 

Current instantaneous 
direction and speed. 

The currents comes from 
the given values. 

Starts and stops the 
recording of Log file 

Recording time 

Time (synchronized with the 
device) 

Bow direction 

Possibility to block the 
current data, while 

recording continues. 
This is useful to keeping 

the graph clear when 
accelerating 

ne 

By pressing it for 2 
seconds delete the 

graphics 

It allows you to select the 
time scale of the graphs 

Screen position 
indicator 

Time scale 
indicator 

Settings Menu 

Current 
maximum left, 
maximum right 
and average: 

 the graph is always 
centered on the average 

Current direction in the 
chosen time scale  

Cambia l’unità di misura da kt a m/min 

Current speed in the 
chosen time scale  
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ESA COACH - «Current Page» 

In order to be able to access this screen you need to have the speed sensor installed and selected in the 
settings, as described on page 29. Otherwise, the following screen appears: 

EsaCoach/Screen2 
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PROCEDURE FOR THE CURRENT METER (THIRD SCREEN) 
 
 

 1) Stop the boat; 
 

 2) Throw a sponge in the water or anything other floating object that is not too affected by the wind; 
 

 3) Start a new recording through the play button; 
 

 4) Keep on with your activity; 
 

 5) After about ten minutes, reach the current meter launch point following the instructions of  
            «Bearing and Distance». Warning: probably the object will be moved from the current and will be in  
             a slightly different position; 
 

 6) Pick up the earlier launched object and stop recording; 
 

 7) It will appear the desired current data ; 
 
Note: You can make multiple measurements simultaneously at different field points to ensure if the current 
is constant or not on the field. 

 

EsaCoach/Screen3 

ESA COACH - «The Current meter» 



When there is the symbol 
«Stop» or «Play» it 

indicates a recording in 
progress, or a chance to 

start a new one.  
«Set» and «Drift» idicate 

bearing and distance 
 to reach the launch point. 
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The third screen reguards the current meter; from here you can measure the direction and the speed of the 
current, even without the speed sensor, in different points of the regatta’s field and at different times. 

EsaCoach/Screen3 

Bow direction 
Change the unit of 

measurement from kt to 
m/s 

Possibility to add notes 

It allows you to delete 
data and to restore them 

in case of accidental 
delete Settings Menu 

Registration times 

Day and time of recording 

ESA COACH - «The Current meter» 

Coordinates of the starting 
point of registration 

Screen position 
indicator 

When there is no symbol in 
the line, it indicates an 

already existing recording. 
“Set” and “Drift “ indicate the 
direction and the speed of 

the current 
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The following screens are simple pages where you can see how many and which data you want. 
 
Each page has a displayed set data value: 1, 2, 3 or 4. To select which data to see, press on the initials of 
the item you want to change and select the desired data from the new menu that will appear. 

EsaCoach/Screen7 

ESA COACH - «Data Page» 
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In this screen you can simultaneously visualize 4 chosen data, selectable as in the previous screen, even 
the wind data indicating by the arrow and the wind angle, the real or apparent wind, selectable by pressing 
«AWA» or «TWA». 

EsaCoach/Screen8 

ESA COACH - «Apparent Wind Page» 
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This last screen is pre-set and the data can not be selected. 
 

There are a comparison of the speed sensor data and those of the GPS, and in the upper part there are the 
coordinates of your position, fundamental in case of emergency. There is also an indication of the date and 
time, synchronized with the device. 

EsaCoach/Screen6 

ESA COACH - «Position Page» 
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The app records 4 kind of files: 
 

 .log   The recording second by second of ALL available data; 
 

 .charts  The recording of data used for making charts (for debug purposes); 
 

 .debug  Recordings for Debug purposes; 
 

 .raw   Raw data recording (for debug use); 
 
 Log file Contains: 
 

 1) In the first part the summary of damping values udet in the app; 
 

 2) In the second part the summary of leeway and Bs Gain values used in the app; 
 

 3) In the third part the summary of calibration values of the sensors; 
 

 4) In the fourth part the recording, second by second, for each data available: 
  

Recording Date, Recording Time, Time Step of the Data, Boat Speed, Angle of the apparent wind, Apparent 
wind intensity, Compass direction, Real Wind Angle, Real Wind Intensity, Real Wind Direction, Wind type 
shown on screen: True or Ground, Speed versus bottom, Direction to the bottom, GPS Coordinates, 
Direction of current, Current intensity, Wind graph state at that time in app: "Freeze" or not, Current graph 
state at that time in app: "Freeze" or not. 

EsaCoach/Schermata6 

ESA COACH - Appendix 1 
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